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S1 Rate equation analysis of photoluminescence in per-

ovskite nanocrystals with a dark ground state

As described in the introduction of the main text, a number of studies have been performed to

date on single CsPbBr3 nanocrystals (NCs), measuring low temperature photoluminescence

(PL)1–4 or magneto-PL1,2 none of which has detected the singlet “ dark” ground state which

is expected for the exciton fine structure determined solely by the electron hole exchange

interaction. To understand the feasibility of detection of the singlet state we performed an

analysis of the expected PL signal strength of the supposed ground singlet state in relation

to the upper optically allowed triplet, using a rate equation analysis for the 3-level system

depicted in Figure S1.5,6 In the figure, the levels A and F denote the upper, dipole-allowed

and lower, dipole-forbidden states as usual; while G denotes the crystal ground state. Non-

radiative exciton decay channels are neglected based on the experimentally measured near

unity quantum yield at 5 K.3 For unity quantum yield, the ratio of the PL signals expected

from the F state and the A state, SF/SA , is given in steady state by,5,6

SF
SA

=
ΓF
ΓA

γ0(NB + 1) + (1− f)ΓA
fΓF + γ0NB

. (S1)
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Figure S1: Cartoon showing 3-level system5,6 for analysis of PL signal intensity of excitons
in NCs with a slowly emitting ground state. Upper state A receives a fraction f of pump
power P and emits at radiative rate ΓA decaying thereby to the crystal ground state G.
Slowly emitting lower state F, which has energy ∆EAF below that of state A, receives
fraction (1 − f) of pump power P and emits at a slower radiative rate ΓF . States A
and F exchange population via phonon emission/absorption at rates γ0(NB + 1) and γ0NB

respectively, where NB = 1/(e∆EAF − 1) is the Bose-Einstein phonon occupation number
for phonons of energy ∆EAF .5,6

Here, γ0 is zero temperature rate of phonon relaxation from the A state to the F state ,

NB = 1/(e∆EAF − 1) is the Bose-Einstein phonon occupation number for energy difference

∆EAF = EA − EF , ΓA and ΓF are the radiative decay rates of the states A and F ,

respectively, while f is the fraction of pump power feeding the upper A state. Note that

this expression is the same as that obtained in a pulsed excitation arrangement by time

integration of the solutions to the time-dependent rate equations. In Figure S2 we show

the results of the rate equation analysis for level separations ∆EAF = 1 meV, panels (a, c),

and for ∆EAF = 3 meV, panels (b,d). In Panels (a) and (b) we take the A state radiative

rate, ΓA = 2.5 ns −1 , corresponding to a radiative lifetime of 400 ps,3 and the lower F state

radiative rate ΓF = 10−2 ns −1 , corresponding to a radiative lifetime of 100 ns. The signal

ratio SF/SA is plotted versus temperature for different scattering rates γ0 . Calculations are

shown for γ0 = 1, 10, and 100 ns −1 , corresponding to inter-level relaxation times ranging

from 10–1000 ps. Also shown in these panels is the signal ratio expected for a thermal
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(a)                                                          (b)

(c)                                                          (d)

Figure S2: Ratio of temperature dependent PL signals from lower state and upper exciton
states, SF/SA . Referring to Figure S1 for the definition of the parameters, level separation
∆EAF = 1 meV in panels (a) and (c), while ∆EAF = 3 meV in panels (b) and (d). Panels (a)
and (b) show calculated results for A-state radiative rate, ΓA = 2.5 ns −1 , corresponding to a
radiative lifetime of 400 ps,3 and lower F-state radiative rate ΓF = 10−2 ns −1 , corresponding
to a radiative lifetime of 100 ns. The signal ratio SF/SA is plotted versus temperature for
different scattering rates γ0 = 1, 10, and 100 ns −1 , corresponding to inter-level relaxation
times 1 ns, 100 ps, and 10 ps. Rate equation results are shown in the panels with colored
dashed lines while results calculated assuming a thermal exciton population distribution
are shown with solid black lines. Panels (c) and (d) show the calculated ratio SF/SA for
ΓA = 2.5 ns −1 , and relaxation rate γ0 = 10 ns −1 for lower state radiative rates ΓF = 10−1 ,
10−2 , and 10−3 ns −1 , corresponding to decay times of 10 ns, 100 ns, and 1 µ s, respectively.
Dashed lines show results calculated using the rate equation analysis while solid lines are
calculated assuming a thermal exciton population distribution. The fraction f of the pump
feeding the upper A state is taken as 0.5 in the calculations shown.

distribution of population between the A and F states. The fraction f of the pump power

feeding the upper A state is taken as 0.5 for all panels in the figure. The calculation shows

that the rate equation result matches the result assuming a thermal population distribution
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for temperatures sufficiently high that NBγ0 � ΓF ; for the slow decay ΓF = 10−2 ns

assumed, this condition is met above 5K for all but the slowest assumed scattering rate, for

which the signal SF is enhanced relative to the thermal distribution limit for any pump

fraction f < 1 . It is clear from the figure that the lower state signal should be greater than

5% at a temperature of 5 K even for the small 1 meV level spacing shown in panel (a). As the

level spacing increases, the population of the lower state and the signal SF is preferentially

enhanced. For a level spacing of 3 meV, panel (b), the F state would be detectable at the

5% level for temperatures up to 14 K.

Panels (c) and (d) show the effect of lower state radiative lifetime on the calculated ratio

SF/SA . These panels depict results calculated for fixed ΓA = 2.5 ns −1 , and relaxation rate

γ0 = 10 ns −1 assuming different lower state radiative rates ΓF = 10−1 , 10−2 , and 10−3

ns−1 , corresponding to decay times of 10 ns, 100 ns, and 1 µ s, respectively. Dashed lines

in these panels show results calculated using the rate equation analysis while solid lines are

calculated assuming a thermal exciton population distribution for reference. The calculations

demonstrate that the lower state signal should be detectable at the 5% level at temperatures

above 5 K for all but the slowest lower state radiative decay rate of 10−3 ns −1 . Indeed, it

has recently been claimed that the lower state radiative rate for CsPbBr3 is in this range,7

however, in that report, the energy separation ∆EAF inferred from a similar rate equation

analysis was given as 7.7 meV. Panel (d) shows that even with ∆EAF as low as 3 meV

the lower state signal would still be detectable with ΓF in the 10−3 ns−1 . The calculations

shown in Figure S2 make it clear as the energy spacing ∆EAF increases, detection of the

slowly emitting ground exciton state becomes easier since the lower state is more heavily

populated in relation to the upper state. Conversely for small energy separation ∆EAF

detection of the lower state is more difficult. On the other hand, in the case of small ∆EAF ,

magnetic activation of a lower “dark” exciton state is more effective. To illustrate this we

calculated the magneto-exciton fine structure for a NC of cubic symmetry in the presence of
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electron hole exchange and subject to the Zeeman perturbation in magnetic field B :

Hm = geµBJe ·B − ghµBSh ·B . (S2)

Here, µB is the Bohr magneton, ge and gh are the electron and hole g -factors, and Je ,

Sh represent the electron and hole angular momenta. Calculations were performed with

the exchange splitting set to 1 meV and 3 meV, with the magnetic field taken along the

z direction, and setting ge = 2 and gh = 0.4 .1 Using the calculated fine structure and

oscillator strengths of the magnetically coupled “dark” singlet and the J = 1,MJ = 0 “Z”

state, we determined the ratio of the PL signals expected from the singlet F state and the

triplet A state, SF/SA , as a function of the magnetic field and temperature using Eq. S1.

Results are shown in Figure S3 for temperatures 4 K and 10 K, for zero field level spacing

∆EAF = 1 meV in panel (a) and ∆EAF = 3 meV in panel (b). The zero field A-state

radiative rate, ΓA was set at 2.5 ns−1 , corresponding to a radiative lifetime of 400 ps,3 as

in Figure S2, while the lower F-state radiative rate ΓF is assumed to be entirely determined

by magnetic field mixing with the triplet state. Inter-level scattering rate γ0 was set at 10

ns −1 , corresponding to inter-level relaxation time 100 ps. Rate equation results are shown

in the panels with colored dashed lines while results calculated assuming a thermal exciton

population distribution are shown with solid lines. The plots show clearly that even for small

inter-level spacing ∆EAF = 1 meV, the ratio of the lower “dark” to the upper “z” exciton

PL signal should be unity at 4 K with a B field as low as 5 T.

S2 Exciton states in the effective mass approximation

In this section we describe the exciton wavefunction in a general form for confined NCs for

later use in computing exciton fine structure. We start by considering the wavefunction for a

direct exciton associated with conduction band m and valence band n whose band extrema

are assumed to be located at the same point, k0 , in k -space. Within the effective mass
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(a)                                                       (b)

Figure S3: Magnetic field dependence of the ratio of magneto-PL signals of the lower and
upper exciton states, SF/SA . Referring to Figure S1 for the definition of the parameters,
zero-field level separation ∆EAF = 1 meV in panel (a) while ∆EAF = 3 meV in panel
(b). Both panels were calculated using zero-field A-state radiative rate, ΓA = 2.5 ns −1 ,
corresponding to a radiative lifetime of 400 ps,3 while the lower F-state radiative rate ΓF is
determined in the calculation by magnetic field activation. The signal ratio SF/SA is plotted
versus magnetic field for scattering rate γ0 = 10 ns −1 , corresponding to inter-level relaxation
time 100 ps. Rate equation results are shown in the panels with colored dashed lines while
results calculated assuming a thermal exciton population distribution are shown with solid
lines. The blue curves correspond to temperature 4 K while the red curves correspond to
10 K. The g-factors are taken as ge = 2 , gh = 0.4 . The fraction f of the pump feeding the
upper A state is taken as 0.5 for all panels in the figure.

approximation, the wavefunction can be written in the electron hole representation as8,9

ψm,n(re, rh) = Φm,n(re, rh)fmn(re, rh). (S3)

Here, Φm,n(re, rh) represents the k · p basis functions for the exciton at the band extrema

at k0 and can be thought of as playing the role of a spin function for the exciton, while

fmn(re, rh) is the envelope function for the exciton and describes its orbital and center of

mass motion. The functions Φm,n can be written in terms of the periodic Bloch functions

um and un for the conduction and valence band edges, in the general form,8,9

Φm,n(re, rh) = eik0(re−rh)um(re)un(rh) . (S4)
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The envelope functions fmn(re, rh) are found by solving the effective mass equation,8,9

Ĥeff
m′,n′;m,nfm,n(re, rh) = Efm,n(re, rh) (S5)

For a simple band system such as the perovskites, where there is no band degeneracy beyond

the spin or Kramer’s degeneracy, the effective mass Hamiltonian for the exciton is given by,

Ĥeff = − ~2

2me

∇2
e −

~2

2mh

∇2
h − U(re, re) (S6)

In this expression, me and mh are the effective masses at the band edge for the electron

and hole, and U(re, re) = e2/(ε|re − re|) represents the Coulomb interaction between the

electron and the hole with account of screening associated with core electrons and electrons

in remote bands, whose effect is captured by the dielectric function ε . For a consistent

normalization it must be understood that the Bloch functions um are normalized over the

unit cell of volume Ω as follows:9

1

Ω

∫
Ω

d3r u∗m(r)un(r) ≡ δm,n (S7)

Note then that the Bloch functions defined in this way are dimensionless.

For a bulk semiconductor of volume, V, large enough that quantum confinement effects

are negligible, the solution to Eq. S5 is well known to correspond to a product of a hy-

drogenic function in the relative electron-hole coordinate, r = re − rh and a plane wave

function corresponding to the center-of-mass coordinate of the exciton, R with associated

with wavevector K . Here, R = [mere + mhrh]/M , where me and mh are the electron

and hole effective masses, and M = me +mh . For the exciton state associated with lowest

energy relative motion, the envelope wavefunction can be written as,

fK;n,l,m(re, rh) =
1√
V
eiK·Rφ1s(re − rh) , (S8)
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where φ1s(r) is the hydrogen ground state wavefunction with exciton Bohr radius ax :

φ1s(r) =
1√
πa3

x

e−r/ax . (S9)

Here, ax = a0ε/µ, where a0 is the hydrogen Bohr radius, µ is the reduced mass of the

exciton and ε is the relative dielectric constant, with corresponding binding energy Bx ,

Bx =
µ

ε2
Ry =

~2

2µa2
x

=
1

2

e2

εax
(S10)

where Ry is the Rydberg.

S2.1 Exciton states in confined systems

In this study we are interested specifically in excitons in confined systems. The exciton energy

spectrum and the oscillator transition strength depend strongly on the relationship between

the exciton Bohr radius and the NC size.10,11 We consider the following limits: Considering

system size L in relation to the exciton radius ax , the weak confinement limit, where exciton

center-of-mass motion exhibits quantum confinement but size quantization effects do not

significantly perturb the electron/hole relative motion, corresponds to L � ax ; the strong

confinement limit, in which single carrier confinement effects predominate, corresponds to

L < ax ; and finally, the intermediate confinement limit where the exciton radius and the

crystal size are comparable, L ∼ ax, which entails significant confinement effect on the

carriers but with correlated electron-hole motion due to their Coulomb interaction. In all

cases the exciton wavefunction can be written approximately according to Eq. S3 with Eq.

S4 subject to the condition that the envelope wavefunction vanish at the NC surface, which

determines the energy of the exciton state.
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S2.1.1 Weak confinement

In the weak confinement regime, center-of-mass and relative motion of the exciton are sep-

arable for simple band systems so that the plane wave envelope associated with the bulk

exciton states, Eq. S8 is replaced by a confined particle-in-a-box function. For the ground

exciton in this regime, we can therefore write the envelope function as,

fWeak
gr (re, rh) = φ1s(r)ψgr(R) , (S11)

where ψgr(R) is the ground center-of-mass wavefunction for a particle in a box. In a cube

shaped NC with edge length L this is given by,

ψgr(R) =

(
2

L

)3/2

cos(πX/L) cos(πY/L) cos(πZ/L) , (S12)

where X , Y and Z are the center of mass coordinates along the sides of the cube. The

energy relative to the band gap of the ground state in a cube-shaped NC in the weak

confinement regime is then,

EWeak
x = Eg +

~2

2M

(
3π2

L2

)
−Bx = Eg +Bx

{
µ

M

(
3π2

(L/ax)2

)
− 1

}
. (S13)

In the second step of Eq.(S13) the energy has been written in terms of the ratio of the NC

size and the exciton radius and parameterized in terms of the exciton binding energy, Bx .

S2.1.2 Strong confinement

In the strong-confinement regime, when the exciton Bohr radius ax is much larger than the

nanocrystal size L , then the ground-state wavefunctions of electrons or holes can be written

in a simple band approximation as,

ψgr(x, y, z) = (2/L)3/2 cos(πx/L) cos(πy/L) cos(πz/L), (S14)
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where L is the cube edge length. Note that this has the same form as the envelope function

for center of mass motion in the weak confinement limit, Eq. S12. In the absence of correlated

motion between the electron and the hole, the envelope function of the exciton can be written

as the product wavefunction,

f(re, rh) = ψgr(re)ψgr(rh). (S15)

The exciton energy relative to the band gap, Eg , is found by computing the expectation

value of the two-particle Hamiltonian, Eq. S6. For a cube shaped NC with edge length L

the result in this limit is,

EStr
x = Eg +

~2

2µ

(
3π2

L2

)
− 3.05

e2

εL
= Eg +Bx

(
3π2

(L/ax)2
− 2× (3.05)

ax
L

)
. (S16)

In the second step, as with the weak confinement regime, the energy in the strong confinement

limit has be recast in terms of the ratio of the NC size to the exciton radius and parameterized

in terms of the exciton binding energy, Bx.

S2.1.3 Intermediate confinement

Nanocrystals with L ∼ ax are in the intermediate confinement regime, where confinement

effects on the carrier energies are significant but the motion of the electron and hole are

correlated to such a degree that a first order perturbation treatment of the Coulomb energy

is inadequate. To model this, we write the envelope function of the confined excitons using

a one-parameter ansatz function:3

f(re, rh) =
1√
N(β)

e−β|re−rh|ψgr(re)ψgr(rh) , (S17)

Here, ψgr is the confined wavefunction of electrons and holes found previously for carriers in

the strong confinement limit, Eq S14. This function satisfies the boundary condition that the
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envelope function vanish at the NC surface, while the term involving β , the variational pa-

rameter, builds correlated electron-hole motion into the ansatz wavefunction. In the expres-

sion, N(β) is a normalization factor, determined by the condition
∫
d3red

3rhf
2(re, rh) = 1,

where the integration is performed over the volume of the NC.

In the variational approach we calculate the expectation value of the two-particle Hamilto-

nian, Eq. S6, in a cube with edge length L and minimize this with respect to the variational

parameter β . Introducing the dimensionless variables r̃e = re/L , r̃h = rh/L , and the di-

mensionless parameter b = βL , the expectation value 〈f |Ĥ|f〉 reduces to the calculation

of three dimensionless integrals. The first integral describes the average kinetic energy:

IK(b) =

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃1

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃2 e
−b|r̃1−r2|ψ̃gr(r̃1)ψ̃gr(r̃2)∇2

r̃1
e−b|r̃1−r̃2|ψ̃gr(r̃1)ψ̃gr(r̃2) , (S18)

where ψ̃gr(x̃, ỹ, z̃) = 23/2 cos(πx̃) cos(πỹ) cos(πz̃) . The second integral describes the average
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Figure S4: The size dependence of the optimum value of the variational parameter, bopt =
βoptL, (left-hand vertical axis), and the normalization factor N(b = bopt) (right-hand vertical
axis) calculated for the exciton wave function in the intermediate confinement regime (see
Eq. S17). The size dependence is plotted as function of the ratio of the edge length, L , of
a cube-shaped NC to the exciton radius ax : L/ax .

Coulomb interaction:

IC(b) =

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃1

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃2
1

|r̃1 − r̃2|

(
e−b|r̃1−r̃2|ψ̃gr(r̃1)ψ̃gr(r̃2)

)2

. (S19)
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Table S1: Exciton envelope wavefunctions, f(re, rh), and energies, Ex , for a cube-shaped
perovskite NC of edge length L in different size regimes with respect to the exciton radius,
ax . The energies are parameterized in terms of the exciton binding energy, Bx , given in
Eq.S10. The function ψgr(r) in the table is given in Eqs. S12 and S14, while φ1s(r) is the
ground hydrogenic function given in Eq. S9.

Regime f(re, rh) Energy Ex − Eg Eq. Ref.

Weak
L� ax

φ1s(re − rh) ψgr(R) Bx

{
µ
M

(
3π2

(L/ax)2

)
− 1
}

Eq. S11; Eq.S13

Inter.
L ∼ ax

1√
N(b)

e−β|re−rh|ψgr(re)ψgr(rh) − 1
N(b)

Bx

(L/ax)2

(
IK(b) + 2 L

ax
IC(b)

)
Eq. S17; Eq. S21

Strong
L < ax

ψgr(re)ψgr(rh) Bx

(
3π2

(L/ax)2
− 2× (3.05)ax

L

)
Eq.S15; Eq. S16

Finally, the last integral determines the dimensionless normalization constant:

N(b) =

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃1

∫ 1/2

−1/2

d3r̃2

(
e−b|r̃1−r̃2|ψ̃gr(r̃1)ψ̃gr(r̃2)

)2

. (S20)

Using the integrals defined in Eqs. (S18), (S19), and (S20), we can rewrite the exciton energy

relative to the band gap, Eg as,

Ex = Eg −
~2

2µL2

IK(b)

N(b)
+
e2

εL

IC(b)

N(b)
= − 1

N(b)

Bx

(L/ax)2

(
IK(b) + 2

L

ax
IC(b)

)
. (S21)

We calculated the dependence of all three IK(b) , IC(b) and N(b) integrals on b using

Monte-Carlo integration and determined the value bopt of b = βL that minimizes the energy

for a given ratio L/ax . The value of bopt and N(bopt) vs L/ax is plotted in Figure S4.

The exciton energy is shown in Figure S5 for the strong, intermediate and weak confinement

limits, expressions for which are summarized in Table S1. From the plots it is clear that for

L >∼ 7ax the intermediate confinement energy converges to that calculated in the weak

confinement limit, while for L <∼ ax the energy converges to the strong confinement result.

It is important however to understand that the effect of the electron-hole correlated motion
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Figure S5: Exciton energy Ex−Eg plotted in units of the bulk exciton binding energy, Bx,
versus L/ax , the ratio of the edge length, L of a cube-shaped NC to the exciton radius ax .
The solid black line represents the result of a variational calculation valid for the intermediate
confinement limit, L ∼ ax . Also shown for reference are the calculated exciton energies in
the strong (L < ax , blue dashed line) and weak (L � ax, red dashed line) confinement
limits, and Bx (black dashed line). Expressions for the exciton energy in the various limits
are summarized in Table S1.

in the intermediate confinement regime, reflected in Eq. S17, has important consequences

even for sizes L < ax , for example, causing significant enhancement of radiative3 and non-

radiative12 decay rates beyond what is expected in an independent electron model such as

the strong confinement approximation.

S3 Density functional theory calculations

Our first-principles calculations of CsPbBr 3 are based on hybrid density functional the-

ory13,14 (DFT) as implemented in the VASP code.15 These calculations employed projector

augmented waves16 and plane-wave cutoffs of 500 eV, together with spin-orbit coupling

(SOC). For the Pb pseudopotentials, semicore 5 d states were included as valence electrons.

K-point meshes of 8x8x8 were used for the cubic phase and an equivalent density mesh was

employed for the tetragonal phase of CsPbBr 3 .
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Table S2: Calculated normalized lattice parameters (in Å) and direct band gaps (in eV) of
CsPbBr 3 , as determined from hybrid DFT calculations. Experimental lattice parameters
from Ref . 17 are included in parentheses.

phase a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) direct band gap (eV)
cubic – – 5.95 (5.87) 1.75
tetragonal – 5.84 (5.84) 6.04 (5.90) 2.18

The amount of exact exchange within the hybrid functional was set to 0.35, and a range

separation parameter was set to 0.1 A −1 for both phases of CsPbBr 3 . This approach allowed

for quantitative accuracy of band structure calculations and momentum matrix elements

without excessive computational expense. Perovskite structures for the cubic and tetragonal

phase of CsPbBr 3 were adopted after the experimental measurements in Ref. 17, and all

lattice parameters and atomic positions were subsequently relaxed to ensure self-consistency.

These hybrid functional calculations yielded normalized lattice parameters that are in

good agreement with experiment (see Table S2).17 The minimum direct band gaps calculated

for the tetragonal phase is in good agreement with the 2.2-2.4 eV gaps that have been

reported experimentally,17,18 while the calculated band gap of the cubic phase (1.75 eV) is

somewhat smaller.

S4 Band edge Bloch functions in 8-band K.P theory

The band edges in the cubic phase perovskites, point group Oh , are located at the R-

point of the first Brillouin zone.19 In the absence of spin, S and X, Y, Z , the orbital Bloch

functions for the s -type and p -type band edge symmetry, respectively, form a good basis

for representing the band–edge Bloch functions. In this basis the effect of the distortion of

the unit cell carrying the structure from the cubic phase to the tetragonal or orthorhombic

phase can be modelled as a strain deformation Hamiltonian. This is constructed using the
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cubic in tetragonal supercell tetragonalcubic

 X M X M A M Z   X M X M R M X   X M X M A M Z  

Figure S6: Energy band structure of CsPbBr 3 with the cubic (left and middle panels), and
the tetragonal lattice structure (right panel). The middle panel shows the bandstructure of
cubic phase CsPbBr 3 displayed in a tetragonal supercell. In cubic perovskites the edges of
the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) are located at the R-point of the first
Brillouin zone (BZ). Transition to a supercell of tetragonal symmetry results in a folding
from the R-point onto the Z point of the tetragonal BZ (middle panel). The black and blue
arrows show this folding of the J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 conduction bands. Additionally, the
z-directed X-point of the cubic BZ becomes the Z-point of the tetragonal BZ (folding show
with red arrow). As a result, CB states originating from both the R-point and the X-point
of the cubic BZ reside at the Z-point of perovskites having tetragonal symmetry. This leads
to a near resonance between the upper J = 3/2 CB states from the cubic R-point and the
states derived from the X-point.

theory of invariants as,

H̃d = Ud[exxL
2
x + eyyL

2
y + ezzL

2
z − 2/3(exx + eyy + ezz)] (S22)

where Ud is a deformation potential and eii are the components of the strain tensor with

i running over x, y, z , taken parallel to the orthorhombic cell edges. Here we are only

interested in the splitting caused within the conduction band manifold and have separated

out the volume dilatation term. In the basis X , Y and Z the Hamiltonian is,

H̃d =


δ
3

0 ζ

0 −2
3
δ 0

ζ 0 δ
3

 . (S23)
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Here we have defined the tetragonal, δ , and orthorhombic, ζ crystal field parameters as:

δ ≡ Ud

(
εzz −

εxx + εyy
2

)
, ζ ≡ Ud

εxx − εyy
2

. (S24)

Adding spin, the spin-orbit (SO) coupling can be written as:

ĤSO =
2

3
∆SOL · S (S25)

where L is the orbital angular momentum and S is the spin. The Bloch functions which

diagonalize the SO interaction can be represented as the eigenstates of total angular mo-

mentum J = L+S . For the valence band edge, these are the even parity states of angular

momentum J = 1/2, which we write uv1/2,±1/2, given by:3

uv1/2,1/2 = S ↑ , uv1/2,−1/2 = S ↓ , (S26)

where the spinor functions ↑ and ↓ are the eigenfunctions of the electron spin projection

operator sz = ±1/2 . The SO interaction splits the conduction band into lower, band edge,

states with angular momentum J = 1/2 , and upper states with J = 3/2 . The conduction

band edge states uc1/2,±1/2 , given by,3

u1/2,1/2 =
−1√

3
[(X + iY ) ↓ +Z ↑] , u1/2,−1/2 =

1√
3

[− (X − iY ) ↑ +Z ↓] . (S27)

while the upper states with J = 3/2 , u3/2,µ (µ = ±3/2,±1/2 ) are,

u3/2,3/2 = − 1√
2

(X + iY ) ↑ , u3/2,−3/2 =
1√
2

(X − iY ) ↓ ,

u3/2,1/2 =
1√
6

[− (X + iY ) ↓ +2Z ↑] , u3/2,−1/2 =
1√
6

[(X − iY ) ↑ +2Z ↓] .(S28)
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In this basis, taken in the following order |3/2, 3/2〉 , |3/2, 1/2〉 , |3/2,−1/2〉 , |3/2, 13/2〉 ,

|1/2, 1/2〉 , |1/2,−1/2〉 , the conduction band Hamiltonian Ĥ = ĤSO + Ĥd is given by1

Ĥ(∆SO, δ, ζ) =



1
3
∆SO + δ

3
0 ζ√

3
0 0 −

√
2
3
ζ

0 1
3
∆SO − δ

3
0 ζ√

3

√
2δ
3

0

ζ√
3

0 1
3
∆SO − δ

3
0 0 −

√
2δ
3

0 ζ√
3

0 1
3
∆SO + δ

3

√
2
3
ζ 0

0
√

2δ
3

0
√

2
3
ζ −2

3
∆SO 0

−
√

2
3
ζ 0 −

√
2δ
3

0 0 −2
3
∆SO


(S29)

S4.1 Tetragonal distortion

For the tetragonal phase perovskites, the crystal field parameter ζ = 0 . The Hamiltonian

can be diagonalized giving the following energies: The upper 4-fold degenerate conduction

band splits into two 2-fold degenerate bands which we label, in analogy to the valence bands

in III-V semiconductors, as heavy-electrons (he) with J = 3/2, Jz = ±3/2, and light-

electrons (le) with J = 3/2, Jz = ±1/2, while the lower spin-orbit split off band has

J = 1/2, Jz = ±1/2, and is labeled c for the conduction band. The energies of these bands

are,,20,22

Ele = −∆SO + δ

6
+

1

2

√
∆2
SO −

2

3
∆SO δ + δ2; (Jz = ±1

2
)

Ehe =
∆SO + δ

3
; (Jz = ±3

2
)

Ec = −∆SO + δ

6
− 1

2

√
∆2
SO −

2

3
∆SO δ + δ2; (Jz = ±1

2
). (S30)

The lowest conduction band, which we are chiefly interested in, has eigenstates,

utetc,1/2 = − sin θZ ↑ − cos θ
X + iY√

2
↓ , utetc,−1/2 = − cos θ

X − iY√
2
↑ + sin θZ ↓ .(S31)
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In these expressions the angle θ is given by,20

tan 2θ =
2
√

2∆SO

∆SO − 3δ
, (θ ≤ π

2
) . . (S32)

Following analysis of the crystal field splitting in 2-D layered perovskites20,21 it has been

suggested4,22 that the tetragonal crystal field δ can be determined experimentally in 3-D

perovskites by measurement of the splitting the upper J = 3/2 conduction bands. Within

this model, the tetragonal crystal field, δ , splits the J = 3/2 conduction band states by,

∆tet = Ehe − Ele =
∆ + δ

2
− 1

2

√
∆2
SO −

2

3
∆SO δ + δ2. (S33)

At small δ , i.e., δ � ∆SO , this is approximately, ∆tet ≈ 2
3
δ . It is easy to see that if the

crystal field is positive, the “heavy electron” with Jz = ±3/2 is shifted upwards in energy

with respect to the “light electron” with Jz = ±1/2 .

However, this analysis assumes that the upper J = 3/2 conduction band splitting is

determined entirely by the interactions among the 6 lowest conduction bands. As described

in the main text, calculation of the band structure within DFT shows that this assumption

is not valid. The upper J = 3/2 conduction band edges, which derive from the R-point of

the Brillouin zone in the cubic phase, are close in energy to states derived from the X-point.

See Figure S6 which illustrates this with the band structure calculated in DFT. As described

in the main text, coupling between the J = 3/2 states and this X-derived conduction band

enhances the upper conduction band splitting by ∼ 3 x beyond the result calculated within

the 8-band k · p model and described by Eq. S33. The DFT calculations show, however,

that the 8-band model does accurately describe the effect of the crystal field on the lowest,

J = 1/2 , conduction bands. This is a consequence of the fact that the coupling with X-band

states affects the J = 3/2 conduction bands in the first order of perturbation theory while

the J=1/2 states are affected in second order. The DFT calculated band structure splitting

is well-described within a 14-band k · p model which will be described elsewhere. This
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comparison is shown in Figure 4 of the main text.

Furthermore, the sign of the crystal field has been taken as negative in much prior work

on perovskite nanocrystals,1,4,22 that is, the “heavy electron” with Jz = ±3/2 is assumed

to shift downwards in energy with respect to the “light electron” with Jz = ±1/2 . This

assumption has significant implications on the expected fine structure of the exciton as ex-

plored in the main text. In Ref. 22 the determination of the crystal field for 3D MAPbI3 is

based on the assignment of upper conduction band transitions in the absorption spectra taken

from earlier work of Hirasawa et al., Ref. 23. Reviewing Ref. 23, the upper conduction band

transitions were assigned for the 2D perovskite C10PbI4 on the basis of polarization-resolved

absorption spectra, with the lower of the two bands assigned to Jz = ±3/2 , correspond-

ing to a negative crystal field δ < 0. Indeed, we have confirmed this assignment by DFT

calculations, using hybrid functionals, on a model 2D perovskite C10PbI4 . However, mea-

surements reported on MAPbI3 in Ref. 23 showed no polarization dependence, so the upper

band assignment in the 3D perovskite MAPbI3 is indeterminate. In Ramade et al., Ref. 4,

the magnitude of the crystal field in tetragonal CsPbBr3 was inferred from measurements of

the absorption lines involving the upper conduction bands using Eq. S33. However, the re-

ported spectra were not polarization-resolved, presumably because these measurements were

performed on randomly oriented NCs. The sign of the crystal field was taken as negative

based on analogy to the 2D perovskite result of Hirasawa et al., Ref. 23 and therefore the

assignment in Ref. 4 cannot be considered definitive. Our DFT calculations for tetragonal

CsPbBr3 indicate a positive crystal field as discussed in the main text.

S5 The electron hole exchange interaction

Three are three contributions to the electron-hole exchange interaction in cube-shaped semi-

conductor NCs: 1. the short-range (SR) exchange interaction, 2. the long range (LR)

exchange interaction associated with the electron-hole contact interaction, and 3. the ex-
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change interaction associated with the dielectric discontinuity between NCs and their sur-

rounding medium. The total exchange constant which characterizes the magnitude of the

exciton fine structure splitting can be written as the sum of these three contributions:

Ctot = CSR + CLR + Cdiel . Each of these contributions have been extensively discussed

in the literature.8,9,24–34

S5.1 Short-range interaction Hamiltonian

Let us first determine the magnitude of the SR exchange constant CSR . This constant was

described first through phenomenologically defined Bloch functions Z of the conduction and

S of the valence bands in Eqs.(S26) and (S27):

CSR =
1

ΩV

∫
V

d3r1

∫
V

d3r2S(r1)Z(r2)U(r1, r2)S(r2)Z(r1) , (S34)

where Ω is the volume of the unit cell, V is the NC volume, and U(r1, r2) = e2/[εSR|r1−r2|]

is the Coulomb potential with short-range dielectric constant εSR, which, being essentially

unscreened, εSR ∼ 1 .29 The integration in Eq.(S34) is taken over the entire NC volume.

The unknown functional form of the Bloch function in Eq. (S34) does not allow us to use

this expression for the estimation of CSR . To obtain the exchange constant, we performed

a direct calculation using the Bloch functions from DFT calculated as described in Sec. S3.

The SR exchange interaction can be written in a form similar to Eq. 1 in the main part

of the paper. The exchange Hamiltonian is a matrix operator given by,

H̃SR(re; rh) = +ΩŨ cellδ(re − rh) . (S35)

Here, the matrix Ũ cell has matrix elements comprising exchange integrals U cell
m′,Tn;Tn′,m writ-

ten between pairs of the Bloch functions um of the conduction band and Tun of the valence

band, corresponding to the hole Bloch function un , where T denotes time reversal. To
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calculate these matrix elements we use the analytical expression derived in Ref.:30

U cell
m′,Tn;Tn′,m =

1

Ω

∑
G 6=0

4πe2

εSRG2
[ATn′,m′(G)]†ATn,m(G). (S36)

where the sum goes over all reciprocal lattice vectors G 6= 0 and where

ATn,m(G) ≡ 1

V

∫
V

d3r[Tun(r)]∗um(r)e−iG·r , (S37)

can be calculated directly using the Bloch functions from DFT (Section 3). To determine the

exchange constant CSR , the resulting matrix Ũ cell is then used in Eq. S35 and the exchange

Hamiltonian for the band edge exciton is found by averaging over the exciton wavefunctions,

S3. The result is,

H̃SR = Ũ cellΩ
x

V

d3red
3rhf

∗(re, rh)δ(re − rh)f(re, rh)

= Ũ cellΩ

∫
V

d3r|f(r, r)|2 ≡ Ũ cellΘ , (S38)

where Θ is the overlap factor developed in the main text in the discussion of the SR exchange

interaction. Diagonalizing this matrix we compute the energies of the ground singlet and

the upper triplet excitons. We average the difference in energy between the singlet, UsΘ ,

and the 3 triplet exciton energies, Ut,iΘ where i runs over the 3 triplet states, to find,

∆ESR
st = ∆USR

st Θ =

{∑3
i=1 Ut,i

3
− Us

}
Θ . (S39)

Since the average singlet-triplet splitting energy is given by the relation, ∆ESR
st = 2/3CSRΘ ,

which is derived in k · p theory and has been verified using the DFT wavefunctions, the

exchange constant CSR is given by,

CSR = 3/2 ∆USR
st . (S40)
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S5.2 Long range exchange corrections

In addition to the G 6= 0 terms in the sum used to determine the exchange constant, Eq. S36,

there are terms corresponding to G = 0 which create the so-called “long range” exchange

interaction, which in the bulk, causes a splitting between the longitudinal and transverse

optically active excitons states.8,9,24,30 The LR exchange interaction, corresponding to the

G = 0 term can be represented in the coordinate r –space by the operator,8,9

ĤLR
m′n′;m,n(r′e, r

′
h; re, rh) = − ~2

m2E2
g

ULR
m′n′;m,n(r′e, r

′
h; re, rh)δ(rh − re)δ(r′h − r′e) , (S41)

where the matrix element

ULR
m′n′;m,n(r′e, r

′
h; re, rh) =

{
pm′,Tn′ · ∇r′e

(
pTn,m · ∇r′eU(r′e, rh)

)}
. (S42)

The ĤLR
m′n′;m,n operator in Eq. (S41) is written in the electron-hole representation and acts

only on the envelope functions, fmn(re, rh) corresponding to the total exciton wavefunction

described by Eq. S3. Using the Bloch component of this wave function from Eq. S4 allows

us to consider the momentum dipole transition matrix elements pm,Tn as uncorrelated tran-

sitions between single-particle conduction band states with band index m and the valence

band edge state Tn , which is the time reverse (T ) of the hole state n . Consequently

pm,Tn = 〈Φmn|p̂|G〉 = 〈um|p̂|Tun〉, where T is the time reversal operator. The Coulomb

interaction between electrons and holes in Eq.(S42): U(r′e, rh) = e2/(ε∞|r′e−rh|) is screened

by the high frequency dielectric constant ε∞ since the LR interaction is occurring at length

scales greater than the unit cell.29 Averaging Eq.(S41) over the envelope wave function of

the confined exciton, fmn(re, re) , we estimate the magnitude of the LR exchange interaction

in the NC:

H̃LR
m′n′;m,n = − ~2

m2E2
g

x
f ∗m′n′(r′e, r

′
e)U

LR
m′n′;m,n(r′e, r

′
h; re, rh)fmn(re, re)d

3r′ed
3re . (S43)
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Relabeling r′e → r1 and re → r2 we examine the integrand. Using the decomposition25,32

ULR
m′n′;m,n(r1, r1; r2, r2) =

e2

ε∞|r1 − r2|3

{
3(pm′,Tn′ · (r1 − r2))(pTn,m · (r1 − r2))

|r1 − r2|2
− pm′,Tn′ · pTn,m

}
− 4πe2

3ε∞
pm′,Tn′ · pTn,m δ(r1 − r2) (S44)

we evaluate Eq.S43 and diagonalize the resulting matrix. Note that only the third term on

the right-hand side of Eq. S44, which is a contact term, contributes to the matrix element

for cube shaped NCs as previously shown for bound excitons by Bir and Pikus.25 In the basis

of exciton states Xi, where Xi = {X, Y, Z,D} which diagonalize the short range exchange

interaction the evaluation of the LR exchange interaction results in the following expression:

H̃LR
Xi

=
4π

3

e2~2

ε∞m2E2
g

|Pcv|2f̃Xi

Θ

Ω
. (S45)

Here, Pcv is the Kane matrix element, Θ is the overlap factor developed in the discussion

of the SR exchange interaction, and the terms f̃Xi
denote the reduced oscillator strength of

exciton state Xi introduced in the main text in the discussion of the dipole matrix elements.

S5.3 Long-range exchange corrections due to dielectric disconti-

nuity

In the discussion of the LR exchange interaction in the previous section we completely

neglect the effect of the dielectric discontinuity at the NC surface. The surface dielectric

discontinuity gives rise to an additional contributions to the LR exchange interaction arising

from the interactions between the electron and the hole with their respective surface image

charges. These corrections enhance the long range exchange interaction.26,28,32,34

The electron-hole Coulomb interaction in Eq. (S42) should include corrections due to
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the dielectric discontinuity at the NC surface. We write these corrections as Vim(r1, r2) :

U(r1, r2) =
e2

εi|r2 − r1|
+ Vim(r1, r2) (S46)

Further on, we will calculate the effect of these corrections for NCs having a spherical shape.

To calculate the exchange interaction we will express the two terms within Eq S46 in a

multipole expansion appropriate for spherical geometry. The result for a spherical NC of

radius a and dielectric constant εi surrounded by a medium of dielectric constant εo is,

U(r1, r2) =
e2

εia

∑
l,m

Cm
l (r1, r2)Y m∗

l (θ1, φ1)Y m
l (θ2, φ2), (S47)

where Cm
l (r1, r2) is a function of the radial coordinates only, and is given by,

Cm
l (r1, r2) ≡ 4π

(2l + 1)

[
arl≤

rl+1
>

+
(εi − εo)(l + 1)

εil + εo(l + 1)

(r1r2

a2

)l]
. (S48)

Here, r> or r< is the greater or lesser of |r2| or |r1| . The first term above originates

from the usual direct Coulomb multipole expansion35 while the second term represents the

corrections associated with the dielectric discontinuity at the NC surface.36

The exchange interaction described by Eq. (S41) can be rewritten in terms of the

Coulomb interaction of the optically induced charged density associated with the exciton

state:31

HLR
m′n′;m,n =

1

e2

∫
V1

dV1

∫
V2

dV2 [−∇1 · Pm′n′(r1)]∗ U(r1, r2) [−∇2 · Pmn(r2)] , (S49)

where Pmn(re) is the dipole density connected with a transition between one of the m,n

electron-hole pair states:

Pm,n(re) = i
~e

m0Eg

∫
d3rh fm,n(re, rh) pTn,m δ(re − rh) . (S50)
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The dipole density can be easily estimated in the weak and the strong confinement regime

using the corresponding exciton wave functions from Ref.10 In a spherical NC the exciton

envelope wavefunction, f(re, rh) in the weak confinement regime ( ax � a , where a is the

NC radius) can be written as

f(re, rh) = φ1s(re − rh)
√

π

2a3
j0(πR/a) (S51)

where φ1s is the ground hydrogenic function in the exciton, R is the center of mass radial

coordinate of the exciton and j0(x) is the spherical Bessel function.

Substituting the envelope wave function from Eq.(S51) into Eq.(S50) and the Coulomb

potential from Eq. (S47) to Eq.(S49) we find that the exchange Hamiltonian for semicon-

ductors with cubic lattice structure is given by,

H̃LR =
~ωLT

3

(
1 +

12

π2

κ− 1

κ+ 2

)
1

4
(σe · σe + 3I) (S52)

where κ = εi/εo . This results in an energy shift of the triplet state given by,

∆LR
st =

~ωLT
3

+
4

π2

(
κ− 1

κ+ 2

)
~ωLT , (S53)

which is in agreement with the electrodynamic analysis of Ekimov et al., Ref.26 Note that

the first term in this expression, the bulk term, originates from the contact term in Eq. S44

above, while the second term is caused by the interaction of the electron and the hole with

the image charges of the opposite carrier. A similar calculation of the triplet energy shift

can be conducted in the strong confinement regime ( ax � a ). The result of this calculation

is in agreement with the previous one reported in Refs.28,32

∆LR
st =

~ωLT
3

ζ

(
1 +

3

2πζ

κ− 1

κ+ 2

)
· πa

3
x

a3
(S54)
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where ζ = π3
∫ a

0
r2|j0(πr/a)|4 ≈ 0.672 is a dimensionless overlap integral of the wavefunc-

tion of the strongly confined exciton.

S5.4 Long-range exchange corrections due to NC shape anisotropy

To model the effect of shape asymmetry on the LR exchange splitting of the exciton in

perovskite NCs, we used Eq. S49. This approach is equivalent to the k-space analysis of

Refs. 37,38. This origin of the splitting in a system with shape asymmetry can be traced

to the first term on the right hand side of Eq. S44, which reflects dipole-dipole coupling.

For these calculations we evaluate the polarization density of the exciton using Eq. S50.

Anisotropy enters the analysis through the exciton envelope functions, which are written

as in Section S-2 with a modification to reflect shape distortion from cube-shape to a right

square prism shape by setting the z-dimension of the NC distinct from the x, y dimensions:

Lz 6= Lx = Ly = L . The envelope function is then given by,

ψgr(R) =

(
8

L2Lz

)1/2

cos(πX/L) cos(πY/L) cos(πZ/Lz) , (S55)

Taking r = Lz/L , as the anisotropy parameter, we preserve NC volume V = L3 by writing,

Lz = Lr2/3 and Lx = Ly = Lr−1/3 . The analysis shows that the LR exchange energy for

exciton state Xi , where Xi = X, Y, or Z , can then be written,

HXi
(r, L) = γ (CLR + Cdiel)f̃Xi

AXi
(r, L)Θc(L) (S56)

where the exchange constants CLR , the dielectric discontinuity correction Cdiel , and pa-

rameter γ are described above and in the main text; Θc(L) is the exchange overlap function

for a cube of volume V = L3 , and we have defined anisotropy function AXi
(L, r) :

AXi
(r, L) ≡ 3

4π

ΩIXi
(r, L)

Θc(L)
. (S57)
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Here, the term IXi
denotes exchange integrals IZ and IX = IY which are given in terms

of the exciton envelope functions f(re, rh) as,

IZ =

+Lz
2
,L
2
,L
2y

−L
2
,−L

2
,−Lz

2

dx1dy1dz1

+L
2
,L
2
,Lz

2y

−L
2
,−L

2
,−Lz

2

dx2dy2dz2

[
df(r1, r1)

dz1

]∗
1

|r1 − r2|

[
df(r2, r2)

dz1

]
, (S58)

IX =

+Lz
2
,L
2
,L
2y

−L
2
,−L

2
,−Lz

2

dx1dy1dz1

+L
2
,L
2
,Lz

2y

−L
2
,−L

2
,−Lz

2

dx2dy2dz2

[
df(r1, r1)

dx1

]∗
1

|r1 − r2|

[
df(r2, r2)

dx1

]
. (S59)
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Figure S7: Size dependence of the exciton fine structure splitting EX/Y −EZ created by NC
shape anisotropy in CsPbBr 3 NCs. The calculations are conducted for NCs having right
square prism shape for various uniaxial anisotropy parameters r = Lz/L where L = Lx =
Ly : r = 1.3 , r = 1.2 , r = 1.1 and r = 1 (no anisotropy) are shown by black, blue, and red
lines respectively. The calculations conducted for NCs with crystal lattice symmetry Oh and
with D4h tetragonal crystal lattice symmetry, which have intrinsic crystal field splitting, are
shown by dashed and solid lines respectively. The calculation is performed with LR exchange
parameter γ = 1 .

Evaluation of Eq. S58-S59 shows that in the strong and weak confinement regimes A(r)

is independent of L while Θ is independent of r . We calculated the effect of anisotropy us-
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ing the size dependent overlap factor Θ(L) derived for the intermediate confinement regime,

plotted in Figure 2 of the main text. This amounts to neglecting dependence of the intermedi-

ate confinement normalization factor N(β) , Eq. S20, on anisotropy r , which is reasonable

for small |r − 1| given the independence of A(r) in the strong (L < ax ) and the weak

(L � ax ) confinement limits. Figure S7 shows calculated size dependence of the splitting

EX/Y − EZ between the X/Y doublet exciton and the Z exciton, which is expected due

to shape anisotropy. Calculations were performed for fixed values of shape anisotropy r as

follows: Black lines, r = 1.3 ; blue lines, r = 1.2 ; red lines, r = 1.1 , and green lines, r = 1

meaning no shape anisotropy. The results are shown for NCs with Oh lattice symmetry

(dashed lines) which do not have intrinsic crystal field splitting, and for NCs with D4h

tetragonal lattice symmetry, solid lines. Exchange parameters used are from Tables 3 and

4 of the main text, with LR exchange parameter γ = 1 . Parameters reflect the effect of

dielectric discontinuity which was not taken into account in Refs. 37,38 which therefore may

underestimate the possible effect of the LR exchange splitting.

We find that for a uniaxial shape anisotropy 100(r− 1)/r ∼ 10 % the expected splitting

EX/Y − EZ for a 9nm NC of Oh crystal symmetry (i.e. neglecting intrinsic crystal field

effects) is 0.4 meV; to obtain a splitting of 1 meV requires 100(r − 1)/r ∼ 30 %. With

parameter γ = 0 , i.e., no LR exchange contribution, there is no splitting in this case. In

NCs having D4h crystal symmetry with the tetragonal crystal field determined by DFT the

splitting is negative for all r values shown except r = 1.3 . For reference, the reported value

of the splitting in NCs of 8-10 nm size is ∼ +1 meV1 and in 7 nm size NCs is also ∼ +1

meV.4 Our calculation shows that for a 7 nm size NC having Oh symmetry the splitting is

+0.6 meV with r = 1 and +1.1 meV with r = 1.2 and γ = 1 , again with no splitting for

γ = 0 . Importantly, for an asymmetric shaped NC of fixed aspect ratio, the fine structure

splitting increases with decreasing size, which can be used to distinguish this mechanism

from fine structure splitting due to the Rashba effect as discussed in the main text.
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